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Abstract

Machine learning and deep learning models
have shown great potential in detecting hate
speech from social media posts. This study
focuses on the homophobia and transphobia
detection task of LT-EDI-2024 in English. Sev-
eral machine learning models, a Deep Neu-
ral Network (DNN), and the Bidirectional
Encoder Representations from Transformers
(BERT) model have been trained on the pro-
vided dataset using different feature vectoriza-
tion techniques. We secured top rank with
the best macro-F1 score of 0.4963, which was
achieved by fine-tuning the BERT model on the
English test set.

1 Introduction

The increase in popularity of social media has fos-
tered hate speech in online discourse Paz et al.
(2020) Fortuna and Nunes (2018). Social media
posts produce a great volume of data which can
be hard to moderate manually. Artificial Intelli-
gence tools have proven to be useful in combat-
ing trolling Cheng et al. (2017), misinformation,
cyberbullying Moreno et al. (2019), etc. Specif-
ically, Large Language Models (LLMs) such as
BERT, Cross-Lingual RoBERTa (XLM-RoBERTa)
Conneau et al. (2019), and Multilingual Represen-
tations for Indian Languages (MuRIL) Khanuja
et al. (2021) have been used in recent studies to
counter different types of hate speech Mozafari
et al. (2020a,b); Kumaresan et al. (2023). The Les-
bian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender (LGBT+)
community has been a prominent target for on-
line hate speech in the past Hinduja and Patchin
(2020). Homophobia is the expression of hate and
negative attitudes towards people who identify as
homosexuals. Transphobia is the expression of
negative beliefs towards people who identify as
transgenders. It is imperative to filter such toxic
and abusive language towards the LGBT+ commu-
nity, as it can be the cause of severe psycholog-

ical distress, and can silence their online voices.
Very few datasets are available online for homo-
phobia and transphobia detection in code-mixed
languages such as Malayalam and Hindi Kumare-
san et al. (2023) Chakravarthi et al. (2023). In
recent years, shared tasks have been conducted to
promote research for different types of hate speech
such as misogyny (Automatic Misogyny Identifi-
cation) Fersini et al. (2020), hate speech in low-
resource languages (Hate Speech and Offensive
Content Identification in English and Indo-Aryan
Languages) Mandl et al. (2021), and code-mixed
languages Satapara et al. (2021).

In this study, we focus on our participation in
the LT-EDI-2024 shared task, which was was the
detection of homophobia and transphobia from so-
cial media comments1. We have selected English
data set for the task Kumaresan et al. (2024). The
provided datasets were converted into feature vec-
tors using techniques such as Term Frequency -
Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF), count vec-
torizer, Word2Vec. Machine learning and deep
learning models were then trained and evaluated on
the datasets using empirical metrics such as accu-
racy, macro-F1 score, etc. The rest of the article is
structured as follows: Section 2 discusses the rele-
vant literature in sentiment analysis and hate speech
detection. Section 3 provides details of the dataset,
and the steps involved in the experiment such as
feature vectorization, model training, fine-tuning,
and evaluation. Section 4 discusses the results and
findings of the study, and Section 5 concludes the
study.

2 Related Works

In this section, we will discuss the relevant liter-
ature and previous work conducted in sentiment
analysis and hate speech detection.

1https://codalab.lisn.upsaclay.fr/competitions/16056
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2.1 Sentiment Analysis

Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools have
been extensively utilised to perform sentiment anal-
ysis on datasets in English and other languages
Shah and Kaushik (2019); Shah et al. (2020);
Kazhuparambil and Kaushik (2020a,b). Code-
mixed languages present several challenges due
to factors such as inconsistent spelling, lack of
grammatical rules, and more Mathur et al. (2018).
A novel dataset in code-mixed Hinglish was in-
troduced by Kaur et al. (2019), who performed
sentiment analysis on comments about cookery
channels using machine learning models. Addi-
tionally, deep learning approaches such as multi-
layer perceptron Donthula and Kaushik (2019) and
Transformer-based models were also explored Ya-
dav et al. (2021); Yadav and Kaushik (2022).

2.2 Hate Speech Detection

NLP models have seen significant success in hate
speech detection Yadav et al. (2023a); Kumar et al.
(2018); Yadav et al. (2023b); Chinnaudayar Na-
vaneethakrishnan et al. (2022). Forum for In-
formation Retrieval Evaluation (FIRE) 2022 or-
ganized task A for detecting sentiment analysis
and task B for detecting homophobia Chinnau-
dayar Navaneethakrishnan et al. (2022). The
highest accuracy of 93% and 91% was achieved
by using XLM-RoBERTa and BERT respectively
Manikandan et al. (2022). Authors Kumare-
san et al. (2023) presented a novel dataset of
YouTube comments for homophobia and transpho-
bia in the following languages: Malayalam, Hindi,
Tamil, English, and code-mixed Tamil and English.
Chakravarthi (2023) introduce a dataset for ho-
mophobia and transphobia detection in English,
Tamil and code-mixed Tamil and English. An-
other study Chakravarthi et al. (2022) expands on
the baseline in Chakravarthi (2023) by evaluating
the performance of multilingual language models.
The second shared task on Homophobia and Trans-
phobia Detection in Social Media Comments (LT-
EDI@RANLP-2023) Chakravarthi et al. (2023)
was conducted in the following 5 languages: En-
glish, Spanish, Tamil, Hindi, and Malayalam. For
task A in Malayalam, Spanish, and Tamil, the best
weighted F1 score achieved was 0.9976, 0.8883,
and 0.9496 respectively, using a weight-space en-
sembling technique Ninalga (2023). A multilingual
model was trained on the complete dataset consist-
ing of all languages, and individual models were

Category Train Test Dev
Non-anti-LGBT+ 2,978 748 931

Homophobia 179 42 55
Transphobia 7 2 4

Table 1: Class distribution of the English datasets

fine-tuned for each language. Linear interpolation
was then performed between the weights of the
fine-tuned and multilingual models. For task B in
Malayalam, the best score of 0.8842 was achieved
using a custom XLM-RoBERTa model, which was
pre-trained with a random sample of 50,000 tweets.
For Hindi, Malayalam, and Tamil, one-fourth of
the tweets were Romanized to accommodate code-
mixing Wong et al. (2023). The literature review
suggests that machine learning and deep learning
models should be further studied to develop effi-
cient systems for detecting different aspects of hate
speech, such as homophobia and transphobia.

3 Methodology

In the section, the methodology used in the task is
discussed.

3.1 Task and Dataset Description

The Homophobia/Transphobia Detection in social
media comments shared task at LT-EDI@EACL-
2024 was available in several languages such as
Hindi, Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, Gujarathi, Malay-
alam, Marathi and Tulu. The training dataset for
English consisted of a total of 3,164 samples which
was divided into the following three classes: ‘Non-
anti-LGBT+ content’, ‘Homophobia’, and ‘Trans-
phobia’. The development set consists of a total
of 792 samples, and the test set of 990 samples.
Table 1 displays the class distribution of all the
sets. Figure 1 displays an example comment from
each class in the dataset. In Phase-1 of the study,
the training and development sets were released.
In Phase-2 of the study, the test comments were
released and predictions on these comments were
submitted to the shared task organisers for evalua-
tion. Later on, the test set with labels was released
so that the performance of all the models could be
evaluated.

3.2 Experiment

In this subsection, we will discuss the steps in-
volved in preprocessing the data, feature extraction,
and model training. The free version of Google Co-
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Figure 1: Example comments from each class for English

lab with GPU was used for experimentation. For
all models, the training (TS) and development sets
(DS) were combined into the merged training set
(MTS), and finally split as a stratified sample into
training and validation sets consisting of 70% and
30% of the data respectively. Stratified 10-fold
cross validation (CV) and parameter tuning was
performed using GridSearch CV on the 70% train-
ing set for machine learning models to find best pa-
rameters. The best models with optimal parameters
are selected based on the macro-F1 score obtained
by evaluating on the 30% validation set. Finally,
the best model with optimal parameters trained on
the 70% training set is used to evaluate model per-
formance on the unseen test set (UTS). The results
of top two models for each vectorization technique
have been recorded. Figure 2 depicts the various
steps of the experiment proposed in this study.

Figure 2: Flowchart of Experimental Methodology

3.2.1 Feature Engineering
For training the machine learning models, data
cleaning and pre-processing was performed by re-
moving all non-ASCII characters, user handles,
hyperlinks, punctuation, extra whitespaces, stop-
words, and newlines. The pre-processing steps
were handled by the Natural Language Toolkit
(NLTK) library2. The ‘category’ columns for all
the sets were converted into numeric labels using
Label Encoder. The following feature vectorization
techniques were tested for machine learning mod-
els: TF-IDF, count vectorizer, and Word2Vec. For
TF-IDF and count vectorizer, the maximum num-
ber of features has been limited to 2000. A custom
Word2Vec model was trained on the merged train-
ing set with a vector size of 300, window of 10,
and the skip-gram architecture McCormick (2016).
The Word2Vec model was trained using the Gen-
sim library3. Min-Max scaling to a feature range
of 0 to 1 was performed on the Word2Vec embed-
dings to remove any negative values in the training
data.

3.2.2 Machine Learning
The following machine learning models were
trained on the resulting vectors: Logistic Regres-
sion (LR), Naive Bayes Bernoulli (NB-B), Gaus-
sian (NB-G), and Multinomial (NB-M), Support
Vector Machine Linear (SVM-L) and Radial Basis
Function (SVM-R), Decision Trees (DT), and Ran-
dom Forests (RF). For LR, SVM-L, and SVM-R,
the value of the parameter C ranges from 10−3 to
10+3. For LR, the lbfgs and liblinear solvers are
considered. For NB-B and NB-M, the value of α
considered is in the range of 10−3 to 10+3. For
SVM-R, a range of 10−3 to 10+3 is considered for
the value of γ. For DT and RF, gini and entropy
are considered as criterion. For DT, the maximum
depth of the nodes is considered in the range of 40

2https://www.nltk.org/
3https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/word2vec.html
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Model Acc Macro-F1 Prec Rec
BERT 0.9556 0.4963 0.5794 0.4585

TF-IDF + DNN 0.9202 0.4295 0.4302 0.4288
TF-IDF + RF 0.9282 0.3482 0.3696 0.3461
TF-IDF + DT 0.8939 0.3551 0.3535 0.3567

Count Vec + DT 0.8797 0.3731 0.3667 0.3859
Count Vec + RF 0.8888 0.3707 0.3661 0.3778

Word2Vec + NB-G 0.6975 0.3428 0.3679 0.4797
Word2Vec + NB-M 0.9418 0.3233 0.3139 0.3333

Table 2: Top Model Results on the Unseen Test Set

to 60. For RF, the no. of estimators are considered
in a range of 10 to 100 in steps of 10. For NB-G,
var smoothing has been applied.

3.2.3 Deep Neural Network
The DNN model has been trained and evaluated
using Tensorflow4. TF-IDF vectors have been used
to train a DNN consisting of seven layers. The
dense input layer has 128 neurons, ‘relu’ activa-
tion, and is followed by a dropout layer (dropout
= 0.2). Next is another dense layer with 64 neu-
rons and ‘relu’ activation, followed by a dropout
layer (dropout = 0.2). This is followed by another
dense layer with 32 neurons and ‘relu’ activation,
followed by a dropout layer (dropout = 0.2). The
final layer is a dense layer with ‘softmax’ activation
to predict the classes. The Adam optimiser with
a learning rate of 0.001 is used for optimization.
The sparse categorical cross-entropy loss is used
while training. The model is then trained for 15
epochs. A class weight dictionary has been cal-
culated and used while training to account for the
class imbalance.

3.2.4 Transformer-based models
The BERT (bert-base-uncased)5 Devlin et al.
(2018) English model consists of 12 layers and
110M parameters. It was fine-tuned using Hugging-
Face6 and Pytorch7. All the comments have been
encoded using a BERT tokenizer with the maxi-
mum sequence length of 128. The encodings have
been converted into TensorDataset and batched us-
ing data loader. The hyperparamters used are as
followings: number of epochs = 3, learning rate
= 3e-5, and training and evaluation batch size =
2. The fine-tuned model was then evaluated on
the 30% validation set and finally used to make
predictions on the unseen test set.

4https://www.tensorflow.org/
5https://huggingface.co/bert-base-uncased
6https://huggingface.co/
7https://pytorch.org/

4 Results and Analysis

In this section, we will discuss the results of the
experiment and analyse the findings. Table 2 dis-
plays the performance of the best two models for
each vectorization technique based on the follow-
ing evaluation criteria: Accuracy (Acc), Macro-F1,
Precision (Prec), and Recall (Rec). The highest
macro-F1 score of 0.4963 is achieved by the BERT
model, followed by 0.4295 achieved by the DNN +
TF-IDF model. Out of the machine learning mod-
els, DT performs the best with count vectorizer,
achieving a macro-F1 score of 0.3731. Thus, the
BERT model can be considered as the best model
for homophobia and transphobia detection on this
English dataset. The model has been made avail-
able8

5 Conclusion

In this study, homophobia and transphobia detec-
tion in English is conducted using different ma-
chine learning models, a DNN, and BERT. The
highest macro-F1 score achieved is 0.4963 us-
ing the BERT model through simple fine-tuning.
Transformer-based models have outperformed tra-
ditional machine learning models in this task of
homophobia and transphobia detection. Further
exploration can be carried out for online inclusivity
through experimentation on different datasets and
more complex model architectures.

Limitations

The dataset consists of YouTube comments in in-
formal English. Informal English on social media
platforms does not follow the linguistic rules of
proper English. NLP models and tools have been
pre-trained on internet sources written in formal
English. Additionally, there is a scarcity of datasets
that focus on homophobia and transphobia detec-
tion.

8https://huggingface.co/sam34738/BERT_homo
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Ethics Statement

The annotated dataset used in this study has been
taken from the LT-EDI@EACL 2024 shared task.
The authors did not re-annotate the data, and only
performed feature vectorization and model training.
We respect all communities mentioned in the study.
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